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The Ergodlclty of the Convolution t#v on
a Vector Space
By

Yoshiaki OKAZAKI* and YasujI TAKAHASHI**

Let G be a subgroup of a vector space X and //, v be two probability measures on X,
If /j. and y are G-quasi-invariant and G-ergodic, then the convolution y.*v is also G-ergodic.

§ 1. Introduction
Let X be a vector space, ^ be a subspace of Xa (the algebraical
dual of X) and £% & be the smallest ^-algebra on X which makes each
x'^3% measurable. For probability measures p and v on 3S ^ ft is
said to be absolutely continuous with respect to v (denoted by (JL<^V)
if v(A) = 0, A e^ ^3 implies that fJt(A) = Qa fj. and u are equivalent
(denoted by p^v) if /^<y and y</^0 Denote by AQB=(AnBe)\J
(A°nB) the symmetric difference.
Denote by rx(x^X) the translation TX(Z)=Z + X. TX: (X^g£)->
(X^g^) is measurable and T^m — ^m for every #eAT. We put for

Let ^4^= {%G^; jJ.x^-jj} be the set of all admissible translates of //.
^4^ is an additive subgroup of X. For a subset GdX, ft Is called Gquasi-invariant if GdA^ and // is called G-ergodic If fjt(AQ(A—x))
= 0 for every x^G implies that ft (A) =0 or 1.
Let Q(x, f) =x+y. Then 0: (ExE, @m®@ ®) -> (£, ^^) Is
measurable, where £$&§§£%% denotes the product (j-algebra. So the
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convolution [j,*v of two probability measures fj. and u is defined as
follows:

f£*v coincides with the image measure $(^Xy), where fj,Xv is the
product measure on (ExE,3$m®&@).
It holds that A^^A^+A^ see Yamasaki [2], p. 170, [3], Theorem
13. 1. By this result, for a subgroup G of X, it follows that if p or
v is G-quasi-invariant, then fjt*v is also G-quasi-invariant.
Concerning the ergodicity of ^*y, Yamasaki [2], p. 170, raised
the following problem.
Problem. Let G be a subgroup of X and let fjt, v be probability
measures on (X, £% ^) which are G-quasi-invariant and G-ergodic. Then
is the convolution [JL*V G-ergodic?
Yamasaki [2], Theorem 23. 2, proved that if G is either
(1)

G is a linear subspace of algebraically countable dimension, or

(2) G is a complete separable metrizable topological vector subspace of
X such that the identity G~^Xa{Xi@} is continuous, where a(X,&} is the
weak topology determined by 3%,
then the answer is affirmative.
In this paper, we shall prove that the answer to the above problem
is affirmative without any assumption on G.

§2. Main Result
Theorem,, Let /£, v be probability measures on (X, &<%) and G^ G»
be two subgroups of X. Suppose that fa v be G^ Gu-quasi-invariant and
G^ Gv-ergodic, respectively. Suppose also that GudA^ that is, [JL is Gvquasi-invariant. Then fjt*v is G^-ergodic.
Corollary.

Let ^ v be probability measures on (X, &#) and G be a

THE ERGODIGITY OF THE CONVOLUTION p*v
subgroup of X, If I*
[JL*V is G-ergodic.
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G-quasi-invariant and G-ergodic^ then

To prove the theorem, we use the following lemma due to Yamasakl
[2]9 Theorem 250 6, p0 1820 The proof given here Is a modification
of Shimomura [1], p, 706-7070
Lemmao
>0.

Let [xa] dA^ be a net satisfying that \ \ (d^/dfjf)

(^) — 1 |

Then it follows that ^(BQ(B — * a ))->0 for every

Proof.

First we show that xa->® in 0(X9&).

For every #'

take d so that \t\<d implies that |\ exp(z'f<Ce, x'»

dp(z) |>l/2. By

we have

for every t with |£|<C& Thus <^xa, x'>->®.
Next we claim that \ \ (dpXa/dfji)

(z)f(z-xa)

-/fe)

|^fe) ->0 for

l

every f^L (X^ £$$%)• In fact, for each function of the form j^Cs) =
Xiy =1 £,-exp (i<£, #y>) 9 ^j are real numbers and ^-e^, the assertion
holds since <^a? ^->-»0 for every j. Since these functions are dense
in L1 (Z3 Sigh 9 we get the claim0
For every B^gfi^ we have
p(BQ(B-xa» =

remarking that

where %B is the characteristic function of BQ This proves the Lemma8
Proof of the Theorem.

Suppose that for
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= 0 for every x^G^. By the definition of the tf-algebra 3%^ there
exists a countable subset r={xl}T=i(^-& such that A^&ri &r is the
minimal ^-algebra on X which makes each #;(i = l, 2 , . . . ) measurable.
The measures (j.9 v are also G^, Gy-quasi-invariant and G^ Gy-ergodic
on the sub-tf-algebra «^rC^^. Consequently, in order to show
fj,*v(A) =0 or 15 we can suppose in advance that the (7-algebra 3$&
is countably generated. In particular, L1 (X, &@) is separable,,
Take a countable dense subset {dfix /dft] ~=i of {dftx/df£m, x^G^ in
Ll(X,@<%}.
We claim that for each A^@m, if (t(AQ(A-xn)) = 0
for every ra, then p(AQ(A— #)) =0 for every x^G^ Let x^G^ be
arbitrary. By fjt(AQ(A — xJ)=Q for every n, it follows that fi(A
Q(A — x))=fjt((A — xn)Q(A—x)) for every n. By the preceding
Lemma (putting B=A— x), for every C>0, there exists d = d(A, x,e)
such that \ | (dfjty/dfji) fe) -1 |rf//(^)<3 implies p((A — x)Q(A — x—y))
<£„ By the definition of the sequence {xn}, there exists n=n(d) such
that J | (rf^/rf/i) fe) - (d/t^/dfi)

(z) \dp(z) = J i (rf^+vtf/0 fe) -1 |rf^fe)

<3. Thus we have ^((^-^©C^-^)) -//((^-A:)©^-^- (-* +
^ B )))<e, that is, ^(^©(^4 —^))<£ for every s>0 which proves p(A
By ^*y(^©(^1 — ^ B )) =\

jx

p((A—z)Q(A—z — x^)dv(z)=Q

for every

n, there exists a subset Q^^m satisfying that v(Q) =1 and fj,((A—z)
Q(A—z — xn)) =0 for every n and for every z^Q. By the second step
of this proof and by the ergodicity of //, it follows that ft(A—z) =0
or 1 for every *efl.
We set £=fc;e^; ^(4—^;)=1}.
Since
GyC^^, B is a Gy-invariant subset. By the Gy-ergodicity of v, it
follows that v(5)=0 or 1. If v(5)=l, then we have f&v(A) =1
and if y(5) =0 then f£*i>(A)=Q.
Thus ^*y(^l) =0 or 1.
This
completes the proof.
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